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et us be glad and rejoice and give honour to him: for
the Marriage of the Lamb is come, and his wife hath
made herself ready. And to her was granted that she
should be arrayed in fine linen, clean and white: for the fine
linen is the righteousness of Saints. And he saith unto me,
Write, Blessed are they which are called unto the Marriage
Supper of the Lamb. And he saith unto me, These are the
true sayings of God.
Rev. 19:7- 9
And there came unto me one of the seven angels which had the
seven vials full of the seven last plagues, and talked with me,
saying, Come hither, I will shew thee the bride, the Lamb's
wife.
Rev. 21:9
And the Spirit and the bride say, Come. And let him that
heareth say, Come. And let him that is athirst come. And
whosoever will, let him take the water of life freely.
Rev. 22:17
For this cause shall a man leave his father and mother, and
shall be joined unto his wife and they two shall be one flesh.
This is a great Mystery: but I speak concerning Christ and
the church.
Eph. 5:31-32
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I WOULD LIKE TO PUBLICLY THANK FATHER
FOR THIS GREAT BLESSING AND HONOR
OF LEGALLY MARRYING THE LAMB OF GOD
At this time I would like to publicly thank FATHER for this great
Blessing and Honor of legally marrying the LAMB of GOD! It is
something that I never dreamed of and I know you never dreamed
of, but I am glad to know that it is an impossibility for GOD to be
bereaved, and that HE giveth a spirit a body as it pleases HIM! It was
no doing on my part, but only by HIS Grace, HIS Mercy and HIS
Tender Compassion that HE condescended to reincarnate such a
beautiful spirit that would be pleasing in HIS Sight in this body.
I thank FATHER Dear for the Blessing, and as I look back through my
experiences in this body I can see how plainly HE has directed my
path, and how I was impelled by the Spirit within to follow HIS
Teachings, and I can truthfully say that I never once regretted it,
because FATHER is GOD ALMIGHTY! There is nothing on earth or in
heaven that can add to HIS DEITY and there is nothing that can take
away! Nothing ever made HIM GOD and nothing can ever take HIS
GODSHIP DEGREE from HIM: And whatever HE condescends to do,
HE does not for HIS Own pleasure, but for ours.
He condescended to take on that beautiful BEAUTIFUL BODY to
REDEEM our bodies that we might have LIFE ETERNAL! Isn’t it
BEAUTIFUL to be in the PRESENCE of GOD HIMSELF?
FATHER Dear, because I KNOW YOU ARE GOD, I re-declare, as I have
vowed and solemnly sworn, not to bind YOU as a woman would a
natural man, but I free YOU to love and bless whomsoever YOU
desire to bless, and when and wheresoever, for it is my heart’s desire
and pleasure to see YOUR Kingdom come on earth, and to see
everybody as happy as I am, if not happier!
There is much more, I suppose, that I could say, but words fail me at
this time. I just thank YOU, FATHER Dear, and thank You and THANK
YOU, and I pray that YOU will always keep me in YOUR MIND and
SPIRIT and lead me on to higher heights and deeper depths; for as
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YOU have chosen ME to reign with YOU, I thank YOU to always be
pleasing in YOUR Sight, and a fit sample and example of the Virginity
of Mary! THANK YOU, FATHER DEAR.
MOTHER DIVINE

Circle Mission Church 7/29-30/46, 1:00am

I AM WELL PLEASED
You all heard something tonight. If I had not known, as GOD knows
all things, I would not have known it was going to be said. But it is
perfectly all right. I have nothing to regret!
I have often taught, if a person in mortal consciousness would get
married, they should not find as much fault in the person before they
marry as one fourth of a grain of a mustard seed, and it cut in four
parts! If that is there before, how about after? It may grow.
Therefore, I find no fault! I AM well pleased! I thank you.
FATHER DIVINE

Circle Mission Church 7/29-30/46, 1:55am

MOTHER DIVINE SHALL BE CALLED BLESSED
BY ALL NATIONS OF THE EARTH
And MOTHER DIVINE, as She is known to be, shall be called Blessed
by all nations of the earth. In Switzerland, in Germany, even in
Germany proper and in Austria, in Australia and in practically all of
the countries of our civilization, I have awakened Righteousness
among them and they recognize MOTHER DIVINE’s Presence and
MINE as One, for it is the Spirit incarnated, reproduced and
personified, to be a blessing to all mankind.
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I need not say more at this time, for you can see for yourself the
blessings you all have derived by MY Marriage to MY Spotless Virgin
Bride. Even your Holiday shall be recognized by those who once
criticized. Aren’t you glad!
For I have proclaimed the 29th Day of April an International, Inter
racial and Universal Holiday, commemorating the Marriage of GOD,
as though a man, to HIS Spotless Virgin Bride, to bring Peace on earth
and Good Will to men, so that they might recognize HIM in all lands.
Aren’t you glad!
It may sound a little fanatical, it may sound somewhat radical.
Beloved Ones. I AM here to tell you that the work is going on. Just as
I said before in this vast audience, I mean over all, I do not believe
five percent of you would do anything wrong, if you knew it. (At HIS
Sweet Voice thousands raised their voices answering, "No, FATHER
Dear!") I have caused you to do right and if there is a question as to
the truth of what I AM telling you, an unbiased investigation is
solicited. If there is anyone that has fallen short of this Truth, as I
have told you, you are welcome to report it to ME and I will have
record that there is someone who has failed to live according to our
teaching.
So then I say, as Counselor Norris said, “the Virginity and the Virtue
of MOTHER DIVINE it is to be revered and admired.” Not only so, but
to be visualized and reproduced and materialized; for that which She
has brought to fruition is your privilege to be partakers of the same,
for as She said, “Love is not confined nor bound to a personality, it is
not confined nor bound to an individuality."
I am teaching and have taught MY Spotless Virgin Bride how to
transcend personality and individuality and revel in the glorious
liberty of the reality of GOD ALMIGHTY, with victory over all
materialization and over all mortality.
I often think of how some have said, "What is going to become of
you all when FATHER DIVINE goes?" Since I AM Omnipresent and
Ever Present, I have nowhere to go.
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That is why I do not even so much as go to Europe or Asia, Africa or
any of the places where our Churches are established, for I AM there
and I AM here and I AM everywhere. I AM just as operative in
Australia tonight as I AM right here in Philadelphia.
This is Spirit Personified, but without the Personification of the Spirit,
as it was in the beginning of the creation, it moved out upon the face
of the water and began its creation of all creation. Spoke into
visibility the earth that was void and without form. The same Spirit is
speaking today and you have declared I AM GOD; you have declared
I AM THE SAME ONE. Can you not see the mystery!
And because of such a conviction I function effectively without
MYSELF Personally and do not have to touch you for a blessing – you
can get a blessing.
You may read The New Day if you wish to, just one copy of it, and see
MY correspondence with men and women in all parts of the world
and see MY interviews I give them – It is not necessary to contact ME
Personally especially; if you make your mental and spiritual contact I
can and will help you. You need not see ME Personally, for the
visible expression of the person is but a sketch and reflection of
materialism as an outward expression of it. But, when you transcend
the personality and the individuality you also transcend materiality
and win the victory over all limitation and barriers and all
obstructions, for you transcend them. Aren't you glad!
Now I believe every one of you are pleased with MOTHER DIVINE
and you do not love ME any the less, you love ME more, better and
greater than you did before I married Her. I thank you.
FATHER DIVINE

Unity Mission Church 3/29/51, The New Day 4/19/80
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MY MARRIAGE IS TO PROPAGATE VIRTUE, HONESTY,
BROTHERHOOD AND DEMOCRACY
I will not take up your time at this instance because I have been only
introduced to introduce MY Companion (Aren't you glad! "So glad!"
replied the followers present); something you all have read of – at
least, someone you all have read of and I AM quite sure you have
heard of!
In carrying out MY great International and Interracial Mission on
earth among men, after the decease of MOTHER DIVINE three or
four years ago, Her spirit was ever present with ME; but as the
Scripture has said: "GOD giveth it a body as it pleases HIM...”
Since 1882 on the sixth day of June, MOTHER DIVINE said it was (I
did not keep a record of those things in those times; that is the time
She said it was), MOTHER DIVINE gave Her time and service for the
upbuilding of humanity, to bring about what we all observe here
tonight – BROTHERHOOD, CHRISTIANITY and DEMOCRACY
...After the decease of MOTHER DIVINE the Spirit produced a
SPIRITUAL OFFSPRING of MINE that had been corresponding with ME
from CHILDHOOD and was chosen for the REINCARNATION of
MOTHER DIVINE's SPIRIT! And as GOD has said: "It is sown in
weakness, it is raised in power; It is sown a natural body, it is raised a
spiritual body, and GOD will give it a body as it pleases HIM...”
MOTHER DIVINE sought in all sincerity in consciousness while She
was with ME, to have a Rosebud's body. She said She desired to go
and come in a Rosebud's body! A ROSEBUD'S BODY AS
INCORRUPTIBLE and UNDEFILED as could be, was drawn directly to
ME through many years of correspondence and through LOVING ME
and SERVING ME in ALL SINCERITY! She has produced the QUALITY
of a REAL CITIZENRY, plus that of an ANGEL, plus that of a REAL
CHILD of GOD, as a SAMPLE and as an EXAMPLE For others!
MRS. DIVINE presently, as you see Her, is the REPRODUCTION and
REINCARNATION of the SPIRIT and the NATURE and the
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CHARACTERISTICS of MOTHER DIVINE! (As HE says this HE turns,
sweetly smiles and says, "Mrs. Divine," who smiles and arises in all
the youthful beauty of Her PURITY and VIRTUE and bows slightly, and
again takes Her seat. Immediately, thunderous applause resounded
and those in the back and all around stood up to gain a better view.
When the applause subsided, FATHER continued speaking as follows:)
I will not detain you, but just to say, this Marriage came forth as it
was in the days of JESUS, in the FULFILMENT of the SCRIPTURE! It
was to be as it was, yea, as it is, as GOD gave it a body as it pleases
HIM, to marry Her legally, in the fulfilment of the legalistic system of
Righteousness and of Decency! We agreed to marry and STILL LIVE
VIRTUOUS and HOLY as EVER!
FATHER DIVINE

Given at White Rock Baptist Church
8/21/46, The New Day 4/16/77

I DIDN'T COME SEEKING MATERIAL BLESSINGS,
BUT I CAME SEEKING GOD
Mr. Bathrick: Did you visualize all this?
Mrs. DIVINE: It was far beyond my visualization.
FATHER (to Mr. Bathrick): Do you know how She got all these
blessings, how She won all these blessings?
Mr. Bathrick (looking at Mrs. DIVINE): No, I would like to know.
Mrs. DIVINE: Because I KNOW HE IS GOD PERSONIFIED! I didn't
come seeking material blessings, but I came seeking GOD! There was
nothing in the world I wanted, because I know HE IS CHRIST come
again, as the Bible told us HE would do, IN ALL HIS GLORY! And as
the Bible said: “0f all of HIS FULLNESS have all we received, Grace for
Grace.”
And what HE has done for me, HE will do for everyone who will
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consecrate their lives and deny themselves of their ideas and
opinions and forsake all the world and all there is and turn to GOD
and live! FATHER has come on earth bringing Heaven down to the
earth! It is a living reality to us!
Rev. Heath: It is true!
FATHER: She was following ME and declaring ME years ago from an
infant on up and then MY SPIRIT drew Her here to ME and I broke
that alien yoke of bondage and set Her free!
Mrs. DIVINE: You probably read the report in the paper at the time
of the Marriage that I was a Canadian. You know where Vancouver is
on the Pacific Coast just above Seattle, and it was there that I
contacted FATHER and knew that HE IS GOD, and after striving for a
number of years to follow HIS TEACHING, HIS SPIRIT made a way
where I was able to come and see HIM PERSONALLY.
Mr. Bathrick: And up until that time you hadn't seen HIM
PERSONALLY?
Mrs. DIVINE: No, I had never seen HIM PERSONALLY.
Mr. Bathrick: Had you been thinking along these lines before you
had been reading the articles, the Messages in The New Day?
FATHER: She had been corresponding.
Mrs. DIVINE: And of course, they had Peace Missions established
there.
FATHER: Yes, they do.
Interview 2/18-19/48, The New Day 2/22/48, p19
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MOTHER HAS TRULY FULFILLED HER BRIDESHIP
DEGREE OF EXPRESSION
This Marriage of which you wrote is truly the joining together of
Christ and His Church, the oneness of Creator and that which I have
created; for MOTHER has truly fulfilled Her Brideship Degree of
Expression. She has permitted ME – the perfection of the
Bridegroom Degree of Expression – to rule and to reign on the
throne of Her Heart and Mind.
She did not seek Her will in anything, but She relaxed Her conscious
mentality and thought above the versions of the human mind and its
tendencies, and allowed the true spiritual nature and disposition of
MY Life and Spirit to control Her in all things.
This is the mystery unfolded for each and all who seek to enthrone
ME within their hearts and minds. I have declared it through a
motto, saying: The relaxation of the conscious mentality is the reconception of GOD'S Omniscience.
The relaxation of the conscious mentality is the key to the unfold
ment of GOD'S Spirit within you. That is the mystery of bringing
about that perfect union with GOD. It is the way to please your
Maker and your Creator that HE may be well pleased with you, and
will say as I say of MY Bride, "I am well pleased with you."
All can see the effect of My Words in MOTHER's experiences, for She
has let ME be personified in Her, through concentration and through
consecration on the SPIRIT of MY Presence and the PRESENCE of MY
Spirit. All can see that She is reigning with ME in perfect joy and
happiness, in health, in creative inspirations and enjoying the
abundance of all good without the slightest trace of want or
limitations from any angle whatsoever.
There is no end to these blessings; they are flowing freely for all who
will follow the example in MOTHER'S life and experiences. As She
has fulfilled Her mission, all should realize more fully the Infiniteness
of MY Presence, knowing that I am True and that MY Word is a living
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reality, and it will not fail to reproduce the same for all who will walk
in the mental and Spiritual Fashion of MY Bride and ME.
FATHER DIVINE
Letter, 4/19/57

THAT WHICH IS REQUIRED OF MOTHER, IS REQUIRED OF YOU!
I plainly said in that message as read, that which is required of
MOTHER is required of you! It is wonderful! If someone had not
made such sacrifices, you could not be enjoying the splendor and afull and a-plenty that cometh by the sacrifices they made, such as
that, as afore said, the sacrifice that MOTHER made! Why? Because
if you were living in the flesh and if everybody lived in the flesh, lived
in races, creeds and colors and families, you would be as millions are
out there today, living in misery, disappointment and failure and
would have no success and no pleasure and would not have Life
Eternal! Would not have the hope of Life Eternal! That is what I am
talking about!
So these thoughts are well worth considering, and I hope you all will
consider them! Whatsoever is required of MOTHER – in other
words, whatsoever was required of MOTHER to inherit this STAND
with ME, the SAME is required of you if you desire to stand with ME!
“Yes, but that was different!” THE SAME THING! THE SAME THING!
It’s wonderful! IF YOU ARE NOT WILLING TO PAY THE PRICE, YOU
ARE NOT WORTHY OF THIS HAPPY AND PERFECT LIFE AND THE
RESULTS THAT THIS LIFE BRINGS! I thank you.
FATHER DIVINE

11/18/52, The New Day 11/29/52, p5
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AS IN THE SON, SO IN THE BRIDE – THE LAMB'S WIFE!
As with the LAMB, so with the BRIDE; and as with the BRIDE, so with
the LAMB, as though it was as though it is, the ONLY BEGOTTEN of
the FATHER, full of GRACE and of TRUTH! And you beheld HIS Glory
as that of the Only Begotten of the FATHER – as though it was the
ONLY BEGOTTEN of the FATHER! – all of HIS FULLNESS! And then,
"Of all of HIS Fullness," I heard you say, "have all we received, GRACE
for GRACE!" It all was in the PREDICTION and in the MAKING, and
now it is in the FULFILLING! You all should see it! Aren’t you glad!
Mortality has not anything to do with it! There is no "man-andwoman" anything about it! GOD HIMSELF and HIS BRIDE that is
MADE FLESH, that you might BEHOLD as though it was the ONLY
BEGOTTEN of the FATHER – I mean, the BRIDE, as though it was the
ONLY BEGOTTEN of the FATHER – since it has been made FLESH and
PERSONIFIED and RECOGNIZED and UNIFIED, it is as though it was
the only begotten of the FATHER, full of GRACE and of TRUTH! And of
all of such FULLNESS – all of HER FULLNESS – should all of you
receive, GRACE for GRACE! The very same HONOR! The very SAME
HONOR, GRACE FOR GRACE! THE VERY SAME HONOR! THE VERY
SAME PLEASURE! THE VERY SAME GLORY! THE VERY SAME
HOMAGE, AND THE VERY SAME LOVE, AND THE VERY SAME LIFE,
AND THE VERY SAME UNDER-STANDING, AND THE VERY SAME UNITY
AND THE VERY SAME TRANQUILITY, THAT THERE SHALL BE NO
DIVISION! I thank you!
(As FATHER concluded, HE turned and strode majestically out of the
Holy Communion Hall. However, when reaching HIS Office, the flow
of HIS Holy Spirit caused HIM to continue to speak on beautifully and
dynamically as follows:)
Aren’t you glad! The BRIDE, the LAMB’s WIFE, has been made ready
– has been prepared a BODY! – and of such GLORY and of such LOVE!
And of all of HIS FULLNESS, as though it was the ONLY BEGOTTEN of
the FATHER – as though it was the ONLY ONE of the FATHER! Can
you not see the mystery? When you VISION it you can SEE it – that as
was with the LAMB that was made FLESH, so with the BRIDE of the
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LAMB that was made FLESH and was full of Grace and of Truth; full of
Honor and of Truth! And "of all of HIS Fullness have all we," said He,
"received, Grace for Grace!" And the same words that were spoken
concerning the LAMB, so speak I or they concerning the BRIDE, the
LAMB’s WIFE, for the TWAIN are ONE; ONE FLESH, the SAME! So it is
wonderful! WONDERFUL! WONDERFUL! WONDERFUL!
You did not know in the beginning how the BRIDE and the LAMB
would be ONE, to bring out the NEW BIRTH of FREEDOM under GOD
for EVERYONE! But it was predicted, and truly the BRIDE, the LAMB’s
WIFE, is ONE with HIM; and that which was applicable and illustrated
concerning HIM, the SAME to HER has returned! And "of all of HIS
Fullness” – it was FULL of GRACE and of TRUTH, you see! It is such a
wonderful thought! We talked of it and we preached of it – of the
LAMB – of the Word that was made FLESH and dwelt among us and
we beheld HIS Glory as that of the Only Begotten of the FATHER, full
of Grace and of Truth – but I did not bring out the TWIN MYSTERY of
it until I brought it out THROUGH the BRIDE, the LAMB’s WIFE! And
when the BRIDE, the LAMB'S WIFE, was restored so much Honor
upon – or bestowed so much Honor upon, and "of all of HIS
FULLNESS," GOD’s FULLNESS, as was with the SON – thence cometh
forth into expression that selfsame GLORY!
"And we behold HIS Glory as that of the ONLY BEGOTTEN OF THE
FATHER, full of GRACE and of TRUTH!" And as you visioned it in the
SON – the LAMB-and "of all of HIS Fullness have all we received,
GRACE for GRACE." But the GREAT MYSTERY now, is that the SAME
is in the BRIDE, the LAMB'S WIFE!
And you thought that it was such a GLORY and such an HONOR
given! Can you not see the mystery? And such Honor that was
given, of all the Fullness, as that of the Only Begotten of the FATHER,
full of Grace and of Truth! And you saw it vividly and you visioned it
in the SON – and of all of His Fullness did all receive – Grace for
Grace!
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Now, for you it is to observe as though it is, as it was; as in the SON,
so in the BRIDE – the LAMB'S WIFE! It is wonderful! Wonderful!
WONDERFUL!
You thought it was so much Honor bestowed upon the individual –
and yet, "In Him was Life, and that Life was the Light of men!" That
Life, that Word was made FLESH and dwells among us as the FIRSTBORN among many brethren! The SAME had to be REPRODUCED for
it is written: "Man should leave father and mother and cleave to his
wife, and the twain shall be one flesh!" Can you not see the mystery?
"The Word was made Flesh and dwelt among us!" It is wonderful!
Wonderful! Wonderful! WONDERFUL!
FATHER DIVINE

8/1-2/46, The New Day 8/3/46, pp34-35

MENTALLY & SPIRITUALLY TOUCH THE HEM OF HER GARMENT
Remember, when the woman touched the HEM of JESUS' Garment
HE FELT VIRTUE GO OUT FROM HIM AND HEAL THE WOMAN. I have
presented to the world MY SPOTLESS VIRGIN BRIDE, HAVING
PRODUCED THE PERFECTION OF VIRTUE, VIRGINITY, HOLINESS AND
EXPRESSING THE PERFECTION OF CELIBACY IN EVERY DEGREE FOR
RIGHTEOUSNESS' SAKE. MENTALLY AND SPIRITUALLY TOUCH THE
HEM OF HER GARMENT AND THE VIRTUE THAT GOES OUT FROM
HER, AS DEVELOPED AND BROUGHT TO FRUITION, WILL HEAL YOU
AND ALL OF THE PEOPLE! IT WILL HEAL YOU FROM ALL OF YOUR
AILMENTS AND FROM ALL OF YOUR COMPLAINTS, FOR WITHOUT A
DOUBT, YEA, EVEN WITHOUT THE SHADOW OF A DOUBT, YOU CAN
SAY IN REALITY, SHE IS EXPRESSING THE PERFECTION OF VIRTUE,
HAVING NOT BEEN TOUCHED, (AREN'T YOU GLAD) AS A SPOTLESS
VIRGIN BRIDE, AS WHEN SHE FIRST, IN THIS LIFE, CRIED! Aren't you
glad!
FATHER DIVINE

5/31-6/1/46, The New Day 6/11/55, p4
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THE ESTABLISHMENT OF CHRIST’S CHURCH
Therefore, this day it is fulfilled in your hearing – Christ married to
the Church! Such a privilege – a privilege rare! Yet it is as true as it
was when I said it: “Upon this Rock (upon this Assertion, upon this
Declaration, upon this Conviction, upon this Belief, upon this
Recognition and Realization) I shall build MY Church!”
When and why was it? Why did She want to marry ME, you might
ask, if you wish to, or any outside person. Not for fame nor for
money nor for self-indulgence or human affection; but you might ask
Her, and She can tell you.
MOTHER: Because I know YOU ARE GOD!
FATHER: That was the reason in the declaration! Not because She
thought I was a good man or because She thought I would appease
the human fancies, tendencies and pleasures; not because of
thoughts or imaginations, but because of the Knowledge and the
Recognition that She knows I AM GOD! That is why She wanted to
marry ME and that is why She married ME!
...Such an assertion was so great and so powerful it even stopped all
creation and the Creator HIMSELF! “There was silence in Heaven for
the space of half an hour ...Aren’t you glad! The sun ceased to move,
and time ceased to pass until it should be accomplished, that for
which it was predestined to be, the Marriage of the Lamb to the
Church, and that included the Church as the convinced believers of
all people the same as Simon did!
...I cannot stress it too vividly! It is fulfilled explicitly! All should be
able to see it, even as Simon said it: “I say that thou art the Christ,”
or in the language of the Church – the Church said it wanted to marry
ME (speaking in a personal pronoun, if you please, as a Spotless
Bride that came, expressing the Virginity of Mary and the Holiness of
Jesus. and said, “I want to marry YOU!” And the question came back
from the Christ and said, "Why?”
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And the pronounced words sounded in MY Hearing, “Because YOU
are GOD!” That was why and that is why it is as it is – Real! Real!
Real! I thank you.
FATHER DIVINE

Mobile Office Talk, Philadelphia to Newark 5/25/46
The New Day 4/16/77

AS WITH THE LAMB, SO WITH THE BRIDE
I AM materializing the Bride! In the reproducing of the Bride,
I brought the Bride into tangibilization and Personified! As with the
Lamb, so with the Bride! The Bride was made flesh, and here it is
"And dwelt among us," I heard one say, concerning the one that the
Bride was married to, "And the twain are one flesh," and as though it
was a reiteration and a repetition of history; the same repetition of
history that was demonstrated in the Lamb, so with the Bride, the
Lamb's wife! And we beheld his glory as though it was the only
begotten of the FATHER!
Can you not see your minds focused on One? When you heard of
the Bride and the Lamb, your thoughts focused vividly on one as
though it was the Only begotten of the FATHER and was full of grace,
full of such honor no man could give! That is what the word Grace
means! Full of Grace and of Truth! Behold the abstract expression
in the countenance and the reflection! Truth and Grace exemplified!
It is not a supposition! Let any person read the countenance of the
person in question. Let all of the magicians and all of the science of
physical culture and human intellect and intelligence read the
countenance of the person in question and see if you can find
anything derogatory to what I AM saying! Read the appearance!
See if you can find anything saving Purity, Holiness. Virginity and
Truth! For this is as the only begotten of the FATHER, as though it
was the only begotten of the FATHER, full of grace and of truth!
Again, as it was with the Son, the Lamb. “And we beheld it,” HE said
at that time, and by you beholding it so vividly in the Son, "And of all
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of his fullness have all we received, grace for grace." It was no longer
as though it was the only begotten of the FATHER, but as the
Universal Brotherhood of man Personified. Can you not see the
Mystery? Can you not realize, as in Adam all die, so shall in this Light
of Truth, all be made alive!
Visualize the Perfect Picture and if you harmonize with it
sympathetically and pleasingly, I will reproduce it and you will be the
reproduction and the reincarnation and the re-personification of that
which you shall have visioned. Then of all of HIS Fullness have all we
received Grace for Grace! It is the repetition of it! History repeats
itself, but all was done in the invisible and suppositional realm of
expression, both of the FATHER HIMSELF, GOD, as the Word alone,
without Flesh, Body, Blood and Bones until HE brought HIMSELF into
Materialization and made HIMSELF FLESH!
So with the Purity and the Virtue and the Holiness of GOD, the
Virginity of Mary personified!
That is why I told you to love your neighbor as yourself, and LOVE ye
one another even as I have loved you, for if you do not, you are
found weighed in the balances and found wanting! You are found
without oil in your vessels, though you have been cleansed! Though
you all were clean, for you all were virgins depicting the whole
number of you, MY followers, that have been purged from vice and
crime, from sin from self-indulgence, from human affection, and
debauchery, from lust and passion; I made you virgins! But some of
you are without oil in your vessels! Some of you criticize GOD
Almighty, your Maker and your Creator, after HE has purged you and
made you Virtuous, made you Pure and Clean physically and
mentally and spiritually! But yet you would not get oil in your
vessels! I said, have oil in your vessels when the Bridegroom comes!
FATHER DIVINE

Circle Mission Church, 8/4-5/46, The New Day, 4/29/78
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MOTHER HAS AT NO TIME LAID THE KEYFLOWER DOWN
MOTHER, in Her consecration, has at no time laid the Keyflower
down, but She carries it with Her, and uses it constantly in Praises in
recognition of MY Presence within and without. All can see Her
Personal Life flourishing with inner and outer beauty. All can see Her
expressions are at all times in spiritual dignity and virginity such as
the world has not seen. She does not want for anything, whether it
be something material, something physical, something economic or
spiritual. Her Cup of Life is filled up and running over – why? Because
She lives in a state of Praises. She does not forget the BEST. She
does not forget ME. It is on this foundation that She is fulfilling
Jesus’ counsel in the Sermon on the Mount: “Be ye perfect, even as
your FATHER, which is in Heaven, is perfect.”
Her Marriage Vows are the same today as the day She married ME.
She holds to Her Belief and to the Conviction of Her Declaration: “I
KNOW YOU ARE GOD.”
That conscious and that subconscious Realization is the Keyflower
that unlocks Heaven's Door of Wisdom, Joy and Plenty. Praises
declaring the Belief: “I KNOW YOU ARE GOD,” will bring forth the
BEST, even as I AM the BEST.
Whosoever will just LIVE that Belief – live it in his thoughts and deeds
and in his words and ways will enjoy the blessings that the
BEST has to offer. He will continually rest in quiet resting places and
find green pastures of peace and plenty wherever he goes, for there
is no space vacant of the fullness thereof.
This is not a supposition; it is REAL, for GOD is Real. Therefore,
whosoever will copy after the fashion that MOTHER portrays in Her
mental, spiritual and physical life of Virginity will be MY Bride. I will
marry each one in Spirit and in Truth who loves and obeys ME, for I
take unto ME that which serves ME in Spirit and in Truth. By this, all
can see that I AM Universal. I AM impersonal. I AM SPIRIT and I AM
TRUTH, and the same Personified.
FATHER DIVINE
Letter 5/22/62
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WITH ME MANY RECOGNIZE HER DEITY, RECOGNIZE MY DEITY IN
HER AS ONE WITH ME TO BLESS AND REDEEM THE WORLD
FATHER: But the sacrifice in Her was explicitly propounded in the
actuated words of expression when She said, "I know You are GOD,"
without reserve, and then made the sacrifice of so-called father,
mother, sister and brother, yea, brothers and sisters and all relatives
and kin, for in Her consideration She claimed I overbalanced all of
them. Therefore, She claims I overweighed them all in Her
consideration and She counted all that She knew before Me, as
naught that She might gain Me in the power of My resurrected life.
Mrs. Reinartz: Well, I understand now She is really something...
FATHER: Well, it is true; but as a Sample and as an Example for
others, even though it may have seemed to have been for Herself
firstly, but mainly a Sample and an Example for others, even as I do. I
make the Sample, the sacrifice, as a Sample for others and do not
claim to do anything for Myself or of Myself Personally, but it is
accomplished by the Will to sacrifice and the Will to do and it is done
automatically because of the willingness to make the sacrifice. As
MOTHER was saying the other day in some correspondence, it is not
anything She does as a person, although with ME many recognize
Her Deity, recognize MY Deity in Her as one with ME to bless and
redeem the world, yet it is not anything She does as a person. The
retracting of My often rehearsed statement, I, Myself, say, it is not
anything I do as a person for it is not a personal issue. It is not by
might nor by power but by My Spirit and as a Sample and as an
Example demonstrated and portrayed; others may copy after it and
get the desired results. That is the mystery. So has it been and so it
is personally with MOTHER. The person is not the consideration and
yet, the person is the demonstration.
FATHER DIVINE

Interview 9/15/52, The New Day 9/27/52 pp7-8
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We Thank You,

FATHER & MOTHER

DIVINE
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